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Zoos and safari parks with wild caught chimpanzees 
 

1. Changchun Zoo  

2. Changsha Ecological Park  

3. Chongqing Safari Park 

4. Dalian Forest Zoo  

5. Guangzhou Zoo  

6. Hangzhou Zoo  

7. Hefei Wildlife Park  

8. Jinan Zoo  

9. Nanchang zoo  

10. Nanjing Hongshan Forest zoo  

11. Nanning Zoo 

12. Nanshan Zoo 

13. Qingdao Zoo  

14. Shanghai Wild Animal Park 

15. Taiyuan zoo 

16. Wuxi Zoo  

17. Xinjiang safari park 

18. Yangcheng Safari Park 

 
  



Changchun Zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 Import of 3 chimpanzees from Guinea.1 (Aug 2010) 

Media articles 
Changchun "Carnival small zoo" since the park opened to visitors from 
8 July 2011 
http://news.xwh.cn/news/system/2011/07/08/010194224.shtml (translated using google 
translate) 

  

Tsai and ape ape girl last August 13 from Guinea "immigrants" to Changchun Botanical Garden, the 
boss called Guinea, Conakry, my brother called, my sister called black girl. Guinea two and a half, about 
0.5 meters tall and weighing about 10 kilograms, Conakry and black girl was two years old, tall, 
slightly smaller. They have reached the age of jumping up and down, but more "lust", like "molested" 
female tourists. Breeder said, here is their "nursery", grow up to be their own, but also all the various 
back "home." 

Pictures received in August 2013 

 

                         
1 http://news.xwh.cn/news/system/2011/07/08/010194224.shtml 
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September 2011 Animals Asia Investigation 

 

 
 

  

A 30x30ft grassy enclosure housed 
chimpanzees. 
 
The enclosure contained climbing 
apparatus, a wooden swing and a tyre.  
 
An animal nursery housed 4 young 
chimpanzees. 
 
 



Changsha Ecological Park  
 
Wild caught imports 

 Import of 4 chimpanzees from Guinea.2 (Jan 2011) 

Media articles 
English.Zhangjiajie.gov.cn  
Four chimpanzees to spend the spring festival in Changsha.3 
20 January 2011 
 
Four Guinean chimps arrived at Changsha Ecological Zoo amidst wind and snow on the evening of Jan.
17. They will meet visitors during the coming Spring Festival. 
 

 
 
The four two-year-old chimps with two males and two females left their hometown on Jan.15 and reac
hed Beijing Capital International Airport on the evening of Jan.16. And they started their journey to Ch
angsha in a truck the very night after the arrival. 
  
Changsha Ecological Zoo prepared a large comfortable house which covers an area of 1,800 ㎡.  The ho

use is equipped with the debugged heating system to keep the room between 18-25 C. In addition, out
door entertainment equipment are also provided, such as swings and resting shelves. Raisers in the Zo
o have worked out a special recipe which includes milk, honey, watermelons, peaches, apples, little to
matoes, bread and other expensive food for the newcomers. 

  
  

                         
2 http://www.cszoo.com.cn/a/zuixingonggao/2011/0118/37.html 
3 http://english.zhangjiajie.gov.cn/?action/viewnews/itemid/296.html  

http://www.cszoo.com.cn/a/zuixingonggao/2011/0118/37.html
http://english.zhangjiajie.gov.cn/?action/viewnews/itemid/296.html
http://english.zhangjiajie.gov.cn/batch.download.php?aid=942


Chongqing Safari Park 
 
Unconfirmed reports  
Media Articles 

24/04/2010 
http://news.163.com/10/0424/08/65187TRR00014AEE.html  
2-year-old orangutan favorite close "beauty"  Yesterday morning, before the Chongqing 

Traffic Brigade Group booth around over the visitors, everyone is a special "guests" to 

attract, it is a small chimpanzee from Chongqing Safari Park. This cute little guy is 

wearing a yellow dress on the couch to roll, the crowds amused laugh, with the help of the 

owner, the tease over it from time to time to offer its people "kiss."   Little guy is 

also very "assertive", some people just approached, it gallant, and some people in the past 

to please it, people still pay any attention to you. "Oh, it is like beauty." When 

everyone rebuke chimpanzees "lust", it is the guardian Lo explained that only two-year-old 

chimpanzee named Jenny, a girl, and her mother separated since childhood, it is 

particularly close to women. Hear this argument, we prefer to Jenny it. 

 

15/04/12 

"Ape" wedding couple, there are fights and the Cold 

War (Photos) 
2012-04-15 03:31:00 Source: Chongqing Morning Post (Chongqing) There are 0 people involved in mobile 

phone to read news  

 ( 0 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Rijiushengqing! Together long life , Yu Hui (left) and the bud has also been some 

http://news.163.com/10/0424/08/65187TRR00014AEE.html
http://cqcbepaper.cqnews.net/cqcb/html/2012-04/15/content_1522226.htm
http://comment.news.163.com/news3_bbs/7V3PUPVN00014AED.html
http://comment.news.163.com/news3_bbs/7V3PUPVN00014AED.html
http://help.3g.163.com/
javascript:;
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favor. This does not, feeling good, they will be the same as ordinary people in love 

kissing.   "Ape" wedding couple, there are fights and the Cold War   safari two 

chimpanzees "marriage", although "childhood", but "marriage" seems difficult run-

in   Yongchuan Safari remember the two chimpanzee "actors" do? Once, they behaved less 

than people holding pictures taken. Just this week three, two "ape II" Yu-hui and bud, 

have completed their life events "marriage."   However, this sort of like the old 

society "arranged marriage" is not so perfect, it was once the world so that wildlife 

breeder puzzled. They originally thought childhood are "childhood", "Liangxiaowucai", but 

"wedding" has been four days, two "ape II", had no original kind of passion, avoid each 

other, always somewhat out of tune.   Once the animal world star   this year has been 

11-year-old Yu Hui, far from home in Japan. In 2001, it stayed in my mother's belly, 

draped ships, planes sit, take the car came to Chongqing Yongchuan. September of that year, 

it successfully born, has since been marked "tag", called "black ape II."   And this 

"ape II", the rapid growth of the star of the animal world. Since it is 3 years old, began 

when the "actors", wearing sports clothes to play the horizontal bar, posing as a nurse 

visits, grimace grimace in pain constantly, always amused tourists laugh. Some tourists 

with a child, keep looking for it posed for pictures.   But from 2008 onwards, animal 

trainer found "Yu-hui" poor control, the more significant irascible temper, very obedient, 

and love "mad with play", sometimes holding the visitors hold and so on. And it has more 

than 7 years old at that time, more robust physique, a slap in the force, was already an 

adult four or five times, in case of injury to the person supposed to? From safety, zoo 

find a piece of land, let alone live.   Later, a leafy park yellow GE tree, tortured by 

it only a bare trunk. After daily visitors every glass viewing it, it will jump direction 

aligned with tourists, a quick photo with the palm of the glass. Sometimes create their 

own "weapons" to find a stone throw tourists.   "Older youth" to "Quxi"   chimpanzee 

marriageable age, almost 8 years old can be. And "Yu-hui," more than three years of 

marriageable age, are "older youth." Zoo experience, "marriage," the chimpanzee, than when 

"single" mature. In addition, as the ape second generation, but also for the reproduction 

of the next generation of consideration.   Zoo to "Yu-hui," looking "wife", it is a year 

younger than it grew up with him on the stage of "childhood", one called "bud" 

chimpanzee.From safari provided photographs can be seen, from the urine of these two apes 

are "Liangxiaowucai."   Photo was taken a few years ago. Which one is the "Yu-hui" left 

holding a bouquet of roses, and gave "bud", as in affection. The "bud" a very important 

way, then rose, with the hands, eyes tightly pegged roses. There is a picture, looks very 

"affectionate", "Yu-hui," outstretched hands, the "bud" pour into the arms, looks 

particularly funny.   "Ape generation" combination is not smooth   lad Ye Jianwei, is 

designed to take care of this "second generation ape couple," the breeder. He said that on 

April 11, "bud" official check "Yu-hui," the residence, even if the "marriage" was. Here 

is a 200 square meters of open space surrounding a dedicated room, is their 

"bedroom."   Two "ape II" has not seen for four years, but still know each 

other. Before the door, looked very excited. But the next thing, let Ye Jianwei surprised, 

"Yu Hui" excited for a while, beat the "bud" to shake off, two orangutans began to 

http://tuan.163.com/?tag=%E7%94%9F%E6%B4%BB
http://mall.163.com/yxp.html


fight.   Much emaciated body to "bud", which is "Yu-hui," the opponent, a few rounds 

down, "bud" Shuangshoubaotou, said surrender. Next, the "bud" has been to stay away as 

long as "Yu-hui," one approached, it ran away. "I kept telling them with a unique action, 

two belong to the spouse, but they still can not sit a bunch." Ye Jianwei said.   "Bud 

afraid Yu-hui, according to these four days of reaction, it felt Yu Hui temper becomes 

large, and not the same." Ye Jianwei said, now two "ape II", in fact, still do not know how 

to treat each other. "But I believe there will be change after a month, the couple apes, 

like humans, need to run-in period." 

 
  

 
 
  



Dalian Forest Zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 Import of 8 chimpanzees from Guinea.4 (Jun 2010) 

Media articles 
Guinea chimpanzees will show skit "leading role and supporting role"  
27 April 2011 
http://news.163.com/11/0427/02/72K69K5500014AED.html (translated using google 
translate) 
 

 
Reporter Wang Shijun - yesterday to comprehensive animal performances rehearsal new program 
Dalian Forest Zoo, attracting many tourists crowd. The most eye-catching of the program to the 
number two chimpanzees performing "protagonist and supporting role" and funny 
pantomime. Although the rehearsal, but did not affect the animal star of the show desire. 
 
Dalian Forest Zoo imported eight chimpanzees Kenya 
30 June 2010 

http://www.lnciq.gov.cn/ywpd/dwjy/gzdt/201006/t20100630_39674.htm (translated using 
google translate) 
 
June 29, by the Dalian Forest Zoo imported from Kenya eight chimpanzees arrived in Dalian and into 
quarantine. Liaoning Bureau of Animal Quarantine Department conducted according to the provisions 
on animal quarantine and supervision, the current animal is in good health, if all goes well, these 
animals after 30 days in quarantine and will be released to meet with visitors. Once such a large 
number of imported chimpanzees, this is the first time in Dalian.  
It is understood that, beginning in 2009, the Dalian Forest Zoo established in the park happy primate 
park, showcasing a variety of rare primates in order to enhance the attractiveness to tourists. There 
are currently happy primate park chimpanzee, monkey, Eastern black and white colobus monkeys and 
other rare primates, more than 22 kinds of 200, this eight upcoming "new customers" will 
undoubtedly play a role in happiness primate park icing on the cake. 

 
Dalian Zoo website 
Eight African chimpanzees collective appearance 
http://www.dlzoo.com/detail.asp?newsid=191 (translated using google translate)  

  

                         
4 http://www.dlzoo.com/detail.asp?newsid=191 * 
http://www.lnciq.gov.cn/ywpd/dwjy/gzdt/201006/t20100630_39674.htm 
http://news.163.com/11/0427/02/72K69K5500014AED.html   

http://news.163.com/11/0427/02/72K69K5500014AED.html
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http://www.lnciq.gov.cn/ywpd/dwjy/gzdt/201006/t20100630_39674.htm
http://news.163.com/11/0427/02/72K69K5500014AED.html


 
 

South Africa World Cup in full swing, discuss football, Imagine Africa is the most popular topic. Dalian Forest 
Zoo aspects actively communicate with African counterparts, the success of the introduction of eight from 
Guinea chimpanzees. They are now collective debut in Dalian Forest Zoo nursery center. 
  
It is reported that eight five female three male chimpanzees, are 1-2 years old subadult. Them from Guinea 
through air and land transport, hell and high water, the mountains came to Dalian, China, came to the Dalian 
Forest Zoo to their new home in the well-built. Chimpanzees who purchase a new home with new slides, a small 
table and a small colored stools, as well as wood and rope making activities to their perches, so that orangutans 
are indoor and outdoor living can also play as play. 
 
To make it eight healthy growth of small apes, zoo arranged for them four "super dads" 24 hours in charge of 
their daily diet. Give room regularly disinfected daily, but also food to feed three times, three times, milk, food 
can be described as a small gorilla variety, color range, cherry, watermelon, peaches, apples, tomatoes, bread, 
and other nutrient-rich foods. In addition, the "Super Daddy" every night even got up once every two hours, to 
observe the latest small orangutan and record, like to take care of a baby gorilla who gave little detail of the 
most intimate love. 
 
It is understood that eight chimpanzees clever and lively, different personalities, each have their own temper. 
There are a few relatively large chimpanzees are willing to embrace each other, and this one has a slightly 
larger gorilla also showed his leadership, to do their utmost to protect the other chimpanzees, lest they 
hurt. Estimated to grow up to become the leader of this group of chimpanzees. There is a smallest chimpanzee 
character somewhat eccentric, but docile. It unwilling and other similar together. Yet still he is willing and 
human closeness, love and domesticated member hold together, especially people willing to touch, always 
sticking to the body like domesticated member of coquetry, it is also particularly liked. Get a lot of benefits, 
delicious, fun everybody start to it. 
 
This eight small chimpanzee in the future will become the Dalian Forest Zoo comprehensive animal 
performances of a new generation, "ape." It is reported that chimpanzees domesticated performances in Dalian 
Forest Zoo has a fine tradition. Up to now, the park has trained the first generation of chimpanzees star "hairy", 
who in the 1980s hit the animal CCTV drama "Elmo and Harry" in any of the protagonist, the second-generation 
star "again and again", the third-generation star "Dino "and the fourth-generation star" Mina. " This is the fifth 
generation of the identity of the team will be a combination of star debut, the zoo plans to rehearse regard to 
animal sitcom starring orangutans, chimpanzees eight each have their own roles. Enriched the content of 
performances, more attractive to the eye of the visitors. Zoo aspects of the program in October of this year, 
these small apes began formal training basis for the early launch of eight chimpanzees performances. 
 
 
 
 



Animals Asia Investigation – June 2014 
 

 Six chimpanzees observed in total 

 Two chimpanzee enclosures within the display area of the zoo housing 2 chimpanzees + 3 chimpanzees 

 One infant chimpanzee observed in the animal performance 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  



Guangzhou Zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 5 chimpanzees from Guinea.5 (Apr & Jun 2011) 

General information 
 In February 2014 5 young chimpanzees were reported to be at Guangzhou Zoo 

Media articles 
Guangzhou zoo small African chimpanzees 
6 February 2012 
http://roll.sohu.com/20120206/n333816794.shtml (translated using google translate) 

 

 
 

Guangzhou Zoo animal nursery open innovation, five chimpanzees school children obediently 
Shuang Lin Xingrong correspondent intern last year, five chimpanzees children from Africa arrived in 
Guangzhou, Guangzhou Zoo initiative to provide outdoor "nursery" of community life for them. After 
several months of "learning", which has five chimpanzees understand kindergarten "teacher" in 
Cantonese.   Animal Nursery School play along   five chimpanzees, two men and three women, 
no blood, minimal "Missy" just over a year old, the biggest "year after year" 3 year old. Guangzhou Zoo 
opened in October last year, a special "little gorilla kindergarten" for them. As long as it does not rain, 
they will be able to outdoor nursery vast world of playing with each other and play.The previous 
chimpanzees are brought up in cages. Kindergarten there for them to climb trees and stakes, play a 
variety of facilities to them hanging ropes and hammocks, etc. Once tired, give them for a 
number.   Guangzhou Zoo relevant responsible person said, chimpanzees are social animals, so that 
they are on "Kindergarten" is not only beneficial to health, but you can make a small gorilla social life 
when they are young so that they learn to play the course in a happy harmony. "If you let it reach out 
to reach out and let it mouth to mouth. Injections in medical and sick when they do not have 
anesthesia, anesthesia toxic side effects of drugs on the body of an animal." The official said. 
 
"Teacher," they speak Cantonese understand   reporter found that this little guy is carved into five 
distinct factions, last April the first to Guangzhou, "year after year", "flower", "sheep" three gang last 
June to the "Missy" and "Aoao" the most intimate relationships.   Ji sister is these small 
chimpanzees, "teacher", she said, is the most mischievous, "year after year", often Tricky honest 
"Aoao" see "Missy" and "Aoao" hold together, often would rather abruptly rushing from behind, 
clinging Xipixiaolian "Aoao" rolling on the ground.   Ji said Tuesday, examination and treatment 
should not have to fight narcotics purposes can be achieved.Currently every basic command can be 
used only in Cantonese chimpanzees.   "I've seen the most powerful is the" year after year "grab 
companion clothes, Ji sister'll teach it, called out:". "Flower really immediately rushed over to grab the 

                         
5 http://roll.sohu.com/20120206/n333816794.shtml 
http://www.gzzoo.com/AnimalStarDetails.aspx?Id=69 
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2011-04-13/014222281719.shtml 

http://roll.sohu.com/20120206/n333816794.shtml
http://roll.sohu.com/20120206/n333816794.shtml
http://roll.sohu.com/20120206/n333816794.shtml
http://www.gzzoo.com/AnimalStarDetails.aspx?Id=69
http://www.gzzoo.com/AnimalStarDetails.aspx?Id=69
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2011-04-13/014222281719.shtml
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2011-04-13/014222281719.shtml


clothes back." Flower, try to steal back the zoo related official said, the process is actually the process 
and the process of education and human communication. But the model is not suitable for all animal 
nursery, the characteristics of different animals they will gradually try to carry out more behavioral 
enrichment activities. Source China Network) 
 
Guangzhou zoo official site; Chimpanzee 
2013 
http://www.gzzoo.com/AnimalStarDetails.aspx?Id=69 
Guangzhou Zoo in 2011 from the introduction of five small African chimpanzees, there were only 1-3 
years old, after two years, under the careful breeding breeder, they began to grow up. New home in the 
comfort of their play particularly happy. Chimpanzees are good at climbing skills and lively nature, 
fully reflected in their body, they often move tourists attracted rather stay long enjoyed their 
performances. 

 
Chimpanzees move attracted a large number of visitors enjoyed 

 
In practice climbing chimpanzee 

http://www.gzzoo.com/AnimalStarDetails.aspx?Id=69


 
Chimpanzees show their climbing skills 

 
  



 
And often stand on another line 

 
Five fourth of care boss 

 
Chimpanzees have the banana skin as guide for performers 



 
Chimpanzees sometimes on Shucha BaoTuan make faces 

 
Pictures received from Guangzhou zoo in August 2013 

 

 



 

Animals Asia visit April 2013 

 

 



 

  



Hangzhou Zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 6 chimpanzees from Guinea.6 (Mar 2010) 

Media articles 
 
Hangzhou Zoo "Summer Trio" August waiting for you to 
August 9, 2011 05:22:56 Zhejiang Online news site 

 
Zoo introduced a new six chimpanzees in Africa to come this year. The reporter Dong Xuming photo 

    
  Zoo are just introduced this year collecting toys cute little orangutan, if you have idle children toys 
at home, might get a science education center in Hangzhou zoo ape for these kids to play. 
  Duet idle baby toys, you can give a small gorilla 
  Earlier this year, Hangzhou Zoo introduced a six chimpanzees in Africa to come, in addition to the 
"boss" a little older, there are already 5 years old. The remaining five are less than two years of age, the 
minimum "youngest" now more than six months. This does not, it came not long after, these adorable 
baby ape who has become a popular king Hangzhou Zoo. 
  According to the staff of Hangzhou Zoo introduction, this six chimpanzees different 
character. Among them, the girls and boys, the youngest boss relatively quiet, the second and fourth of 
the more playful. In particular, ranks the fourth, though a girl, but it was a playful ghost, one day most 
of the time playing, but also like the breeder when cleaning the trouble, while bucket tipped, while 
they rob broom. Five is a big eaters, milk great, if not drinking enough will hold tightly grasped the 
bottle. The smallest is the youngest a coward, a ring would have a panic. 
  However, although the character is not the same, but six chimpanzees have in common, is like 
playing with toys. In July this year, it moved to a new home a few small apes, the staff carefully 
arranged specially for them a lot: a big slide mounted with tires made a few swings, also installed 
several of the climbing rope. Now five smaller orangutans live in one room, the boss and the other two 
gorillas live in the park together. 
  Yesterday afternoon, the reporter came to Hangzhou Zoo Gorilla Museum, five small gorilla in the 
room of 100 square meters are having all the fun. Some performers swing, climbing some 
performances. Play happy, they also patted his chest.Staff, these ape baby like a child, like, what are full 
of curiosity. Therefore, they are also often do fun toys to them, such as stuffed peanuts tennis, dolls 
and so on. 
  So, how kind of toy is suitable for small gorilla playing? When choosing toys for them, what should 
pay attention to? Staff told reporters, ape baby to play with toys the most important thing is safety. 

                         
6 http://zjnews.zjol.com.cn/05zjnews/system/2012/03/25/018356780.shtml 

http://www.zjol.com.cn/
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  "For example, some of the dolls, but do not be the kind of plush toys, baby orangutans because 
they may put on the pull down plush toys, stuffed into the mouth, so that is likely to be blocked 
intestine. Babies often play building blocks of wood material, the material is relatively hard plastic 
buckets, football, basketball, these can be. "and wait until the people take over the toy, the staff will 
also be screened. 

 
New chimpanzees at Hangzhou Zoo to perform for children aged 6-12 
March 2011 
http://www.whatsonningbo.com/tag-Hangzhou%20Zoo.html  
Hangzhou Zoo has bought six new chimpanzees and will show them to children aged 6 to 12 this 
Sunday. The zoo has also prepared themed activities for young visitors. Children can visit the chimps' 
new home where a zoologist will give lectures on chimpanzees, their natural habitat, diet, social 
behavior and skills. A science film about the intelligent animal will also be screened. 

Chimpanzees in Africa to Hangzhou long frostbite "immigrants" anniversary invite you to play 
March 25, 2012 08:14:52 
Zhejiang Online news site 
http://zjnews.zjol.com.cn/05zjnews/system/2012/03/25/018356780.shtml (translated using 
google translate) 
Zhejiang Online March 25 hearing six small chimpanzee Africa and Guinea were the first to see so 
many people, for the first time to eat called "peanuts" delicious, colorful basketball first contact, but 
also the first time that accompanied by a lengthy winter frostbite. 
 
African small chimpanzee recovering from frostbite Second child and became a "locomotive", the 
fourth of the body lying on the back of her second child, wrapped his arms and hugged her second 
child in the chest, Five are in the same position holding the fourth of selling Meng ...... 3 cute little 
chimp as adhesive as conjoined twins, togetherness. Yesterday, the reporter walked into a small 
chimpanzee Hangzhou Zoo home, "restless king" ranks the fourth put the two long arms stretched Lao 
Gao, jump up on tiptoe gently, as if to say: "I want to hug ! "frightened frightened, I did not dare to hold 
it, just gently hand, pull the furry little paws. Fourth of fingers on both hands as well as more new 
frostbite scars, while the left middle finger joints are also cracked mouth with blood, about 1 cm long. 
 
"Climate-day difference between Hangzhou and Africa do not, we will send some signals on a small 
chimpanzee's body, showing that they adapt to the weather in Hangzhou. Since last December, the 
weather was starting to turn cold, dry air, a small chimpanzee skin on Because cold water and cracks, 
"Hangzhou zoo science center director Clement told reporters primate limbs to walk, and in particular 
the role of arms bigger - when you move, they are not using two palms stays, but the fingers bent, 
fingers tightly squeezing the palm to grip the bowl way to crawl forward. Thus, the knuckles are the 
most flexible and most primates sensitive parts. 
 
Today on other small chimpanzee fingers could not see the cracks, but the fingers black, also thickens 
the epidermis. Clement said that after the disappearance of cracks on the fingers, their fingers will be 
black, darker, to the hotter weather, when the old skin will fall off, grow new skin, the color will be 
restored as ever.This year, there are too many small chimpanzee new experience. 
 

Eurasian continent and the African continent, in addition to differences in climate, the environment is 
completely different. African forest, the ratio is about 2:8 indigenous people and animals, both living 
like weekdays drew a clear demarcation line, almost never in contact with. And here, too small by 
human pet chimpanzee, humans have learned manners - clapping, the bad kind - the first time they 
spit ...... holding 200 ml of baby bottles to drink milk, eat first is called " peanuts "delicious, colorful 
basketball first contact ...... from African forests to" Impression West Lake ", from the wild to captivity, 
close to the" Africa "label small chimpanzee inexperienced, stumble WTO. 
 
Pictures received from Hangzhou zoo in November 2013 

http://www.whatsonningbo.com/travel-msg-153.html
http://www.whatsonningbo.com/tag-Hangzhou%20Zoo.html
http://www.zjol.com.cn/
http://zjnews.zjol.com.cn/05zjnews/system/2012/03/25/018356780.shtml


 

 

 



 

  



Hefei Wildlife Park  
 
Wild caught imports 

 2 chimpanzees from Guinea.7 (Aug 2009) 

Media articles 
Chimpanzee "Wan Star" to "married" the 
02 June 2009 
http://news.qq.com/a/20090206/000501.htm  
Hefei chimpanzee safari "Wan Star" has been a four year old birthday, to the "gonna get" age, it does no
t, the zoo staff has begun to "Wan Star" marriage is busy again. 
 
"Wan Star" December 6, 2004 born, is downright "Hefei" Yamamoto father and mother Miyoko are fro
m Japan, Miyoko has also been the "sterilization" operation. Surprisingly, in 2001 to the Hefei Wildlife 
Park after his wife Miyoko actually successfully pregnant. After a "July pregnancy" after Miyoko on Dec
ember 6, 2004 morning gave birth to a female chimpanzee, Hefei enthusiastic people also gift her a lov
ely name - "Wan Star." 
 
"Wan Star" coming to Hefei Wild Animal Park has brought endless joy, but also realized the province z
oo chimpanzee breeding "zero" breakthrough. Since Miyoko no parenting experience, newborn "Wan S
tar" had to leave her mother, the zoo's full-time "nurse", "Daddy" to take care of. 
 
Instant "Wan Star" two years old, the time to learn skills, Hefei Wildlife Park hired exclusively from He
bei Wuqiao trainer, gifted the "Wan Star" From beginning to learn social etiquette, gradually learned to
 ride a bike, skipping, handstand walking and many other programs, popular with tourists alike. In 200
7's "October" Golden Week, "Wan Star" also held "personal special performance", funny, naughty face 
plus the presence of superb skill to win plaudits all viewers. 
 
With age, "Wan Star" to the "talk of marriage" when. For "Wan Star" Marriage, Hefei Wildlife Park staff 
can not neglect actively preparing to introduce two chimpanzees contact. This two chimpanzees 
are specially imported from Africa and Guinea, one male and one female, age and "Wan Star" is 
similar (4 years old), the purchase price of about 350,000 yuan, the procedures currently being proc
essed, the public can expect in Hefei This year in September saw the two "African guests." Why introdu
ce a male and a female? Jiang Hao, deputy principal of Hefei Wildlife Park introduced mainly consider a
voiding problems such as inbreeding and venues. (Chen Yuanyuan reporter Wei Qu) 
(Hefei Online - Jianghuai Morning, Chen et) 
 
Daily Telegraph 
Picture of the day8 
28 September 2010 

                         
7 http://ah.anhuinews.com/qmt/system/2009/08/11/002315393.shtml 
http://news.qq.com/a/20090206/000501.htm 
8 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/picturegalleries/picturesoftheday/8029597/Pictures-of-the-day-28-September-2010.html?image=2  

http://news.qq.com/a/20090206/000501.htm
http://ah.anhuinews.com/qmt/system/2009/08/11/002315393.shtml
http://news.qq.com/a/20090206/000501.htm
http://news.qq.com/a/20090206/000501.htm
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/picturegalleries/picturesoftheday/8029597/Pictures-of-the-day-28-September-2010.html?image=2


 

Four-year-old male chimpanzee Yangyang holds the hand of six-year-old female chimpanzee Wan Xing 
as they "get married" at a zoo in Hefei, in east China's Anhui province... 

 

Splush 
Chimpanzee wedding ceremony9 
28 September 2010 

 
 

Chimpanzees celebrate wedding after arranged marriage A pair of chimpanzees have been married in 
a ceremony at a zoo in China - surrounded by photographers recording the happy occasion. 
 
The happy groom for the day was four-year-old Yangyang, who it turns out is a bit of a toyboy (in 
chimpanzee years, at least), as his blushing bride Wanxing is six years old. 
 
Admittedly, we don't actually know if she was blushing. We're not entirely sure how you'd tell if a 
chimpanzee was blushing. Do chimpanzees actually blush? Google isn't much help on this one. 
 
The marriage was actually an arranged one - Yangyang, who was born in Guinea, moved to the wildlife 
park in Hefei, in eastern China's Anhui province after he was selected as being Wanxing's future hubby 
in 2009. 

                         
9 http://spluchster.blogspot.co.uk/2010/09/chimpanzeess-wedding-ceremony.html  

http://spluchster.blogspot.co.uk/2010/09/chimpanzeess-wedding-ceremony.html


 
It wasn't a traditional white wedding - the bride wore a pink top and fetching multicoloured hat, while 
the groom wa sresplendant in a green, blue and yellow jumper and a rakish kerchief. Both also sported 
gigantic red ribbons, of dubious practicality. 
 
The wedding was described as 'symbolic', although we're not entirely sure what it was symbolic of, 
other than the zoo's desire for the chimps to get it on good style. Which we're wholeheartedly in 
favour of. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  



Jinan Zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 4 chimpanzees from Guinea.10 11 (Jul 2010) 

Media Articles 

Sinodefenceforum12 

Nov 20 2012 

 

Yang Ying (R) and her colleague feed young chimpanzees at Jinan Zoo in Jinan, capital of east China's 

Shandong Province, Nov. 20, 2012. Prior to becoming a chimpanzee keeper in 2010, Yang Ying had been 

taking care of snub-nosed monkeys for eight years. When the four chimpanzee cubs she is now attending 

were first introduced to Jinan Zoo, Yang spent five to six hours a day with them to help them adapt to the 

new environment. The chimpanzee keeper takes pride in her job despite the laborious workload. 

(Xinhua/Guo Xulei) 

Chimpanzees and their keeper ‘mom’ Jinan zoo 
20 November 2012 
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/photo/2012-11/20/c_131987663_2.htm  

 

Yang Ying (R) and her colleague feed young chimpanzees at Jinan Zoo in Jinan, capital of east China's 
Shandong Province, Nov. 20, 2012. Prior to becoming a chimpanzee keeper in 2010, Yang Ying had 
been taking care of snub-nosed monkeys for eight years. When the four chimpanzee cubs she is now 
attending were first introduced to Jinan Zoo, Yang spent five to six hours a day with them to help them 

                         
10 http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/m/shandong/c/2010-07/26/content_11047686.htm 
11 http://www.focac.org/eng/mlsj/t719854.htm  
12 http://www.sinodefenceforum.com/general-pictures/chinese-daily-photos-2011-2012-2013-a-159-5535.html  

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/photo/2012-11/20/c_131987663_2.htm
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/m/shandong/c/2010-07/26/content_11047686.htm
http://www.focac.org/eng/mlsj/t719854.htm
http://www.sinodefenceforum.com/general-pictures/chinese-daily-photos-2011-2012-2013-a-159-5535.html


adapt to the new environment. The chimpanzee keeper takes pride in her job despite the laborious 
workload. (Xinhua/Guo Xulei) 

 

(121120) -- JINAN, Nov. 20, 2012 (Xinhua) -- Yang Ying takes care of young chimpanzees at Jinan Zoo 
in Jinan, capital of east China's Shandong Province, Nov. 20, 2012. Prior to becoming a chimpanzee 
keeper in 2010, Yang Ying had been taking care of snub-nosed monkeys for eight years. When the four 
chimpanzee cubs she is now attending were first introduced to Jinan Zoo, Yang spent five to six hours a 
day with them to help them adapt to the new environment. The chimpanzee keeper takes pride in her 
job despite the laborious workload. (Xinhua/Guo Xulei) (lmm) 

 

 

Yang Ying takes care of young chimpanzees at Jinan Zoo in Jinan, capital of east China's Shandong Province, Nov. 20, 2012. Prior to becoming a 
chimpanzee keeper in 2010, Yang Ying had been taking care of snub-nosed monkeys for eight years. When the four chimpanzee cubs she is now 
attending were first introduced to Jinan Zoo, Yang spent five to six hours a day with them to help them adapt to the new environment. The 
chimpanzee keeper takes pride in her job despite the laborious workload. (Xinhua/Guo Xulei) 



 

Yang Ying takes care of young chimpanzees at Jinan Zoo in Jinan, capital of east China's Shandong Province, Nov. 20, 2012. Prior to becoming a 
chimpanzee keeper in 2010, Yang Ying had been taking care of snub-nosed monkeys for eight years. When the four chimpanzee cubs she is now 
attending were first introduced to Jinan Zoo, Yang spent five to six hours a day with them to help them adapt to the new environment. The  

 
 

Introduced chimpanzees enjoy new life in E China 
27 July 2010 
http://www.focac.org/eng/mlsj/t719854.htm  

 

http://www.focac.org/eng/mlsj/t719854.htm


 

A zookeeper feeds a chimpanzee at the Jinan zoo in 
Jinan, capital of east China's Shandong Province, July 
24, 2010. Four chimpanzees introduced from Guinea of 
Africa, two male and two female, began their new life 
here Saturday. (Xinhua/Gong Hui)  

  

 

People view a chimpanzee at the Jinan zoo in Jinan, 
capital of east China's Shandong Province, July 24, 2010. 
Four chimpanzees introduced from Guinea of Africa, 
two male and two female, began their new life here 
Saturday. (Xinhua/Gong Hui) 

  

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-07/25/c_13413867_2.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-07/25/c_13413867_3.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-07/25/c_13413867_2.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-07/25/c_13413867_3.htm


 

An escort says goodbye to a chimpanzee at the Jinan zoo 
in Jinan, capital of east China's Shandong Province, July 
24, 2010. Four chimpanzees introduced from Guinea of 
Africa, two male and two female, began their new life 
here Saturday. (Xinhua/Lu Chuanquan) 

  
 

 

 

Chimpanzees play at the Jinan zoo in Jinan, capital of east China's Shandong Province, July 24, 2010. 

Four chimpanzees introduced from Guinea of Africa, two male and two female, began their new life 

here Saturday. (Xinhua/Gong Hui) 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-07/25/c_13413867_4.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-07/25/c_13413867_4.htm
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Nanchang zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

  6 chimpanzee from Guinea.13 (Aug 2009) 

Media Articles 
Six African Chimpanzees National Laichang 
10 September 2009 
http://www.ncnews.com.cn/ncxw/qwqs/t20090910_486532.htm (translated using Google 
translate) 
 

Nanchang News Network six young chimpanzees across the seas, from Africa to China, arrived in 
Tianjin last month, temporarily, after where he spent the animal quarantine period, will meet 
during the National Day rush Nanchang citizens. To make chimpanzees in love with the hero city, 
in cooperation with Jiangxi City Zoo Roots & Shoots environmental cultural center ("Roots and 
Shoots" founder of the Jane Goodall and chimpanzees in Africa have lived together for nearly 40 
years) of the gorilla pavilion implementation " enrichment "to strengthen animal welfare, so that 
chimpanzees in the zoo also live a happy life natural rustic charm. Newspaper from now recruiting 
volunteers small, furnished full game for the chimp's new home, prepare a variety of small toys, 
meet the group of African-off from afar. 
 
Six chimpanzees to develop smart 
Yesterday, reporters rushed to the Nanchang Zoo, zoo chimpanzees stadium is being done to 
reinvent. Liu Kechang science department, told reporters that the traditional way in captivity have 
been behind the times, but do not meet the requirements of the protection of animal welfare. The 
so-called "enrichment" is also called environmental richness, that is, through frequent 
replacement facility within Shoushe, such as large stumps, hammocks, bamboo, plastic toys, etc. to 
stimulate the animal's curiosity, increasing physical activity, especially intellectual 
development. Gorilla Museum "enrichment" Work is only a beginning, the zoo will be gradually 
carried out for all Shoushe enrichment, it will be a long-term task, and also welcomes the public to 
participate. 
 
Newspaper small volunteer recruitment 
To this end, Jiangxi Roots & Shoots organization took the initiative to Nanchang zoo gorilla 
pavilion together for "enrichment" advice. The six chimpanzees settled in Nanchang, they will have 
to face is no longer just the walls and fences, then a soft hammock, swinging on the swings, hiding 
food and bamboo stumps, and even the kinds of toys kids will appear in front of them . I believe 
they will love this new home soon. 
 
Newspaper from now recruiting a small volunteer, in addition we also published a small favorite 
toy gorilla, if you happen to have such a toy at home, might as well share with gorillas, 
chimpanzees to Chang, the newspaper reporters and small Small volunteer who will come to a 
close with a chimpanzee, happy to play games together! Our hotline: 6810004. (Reporter Zou 
Hongmei) 

Source: Nanchang News - Nanchang Evening 
 
 
Pictures received from Nanchang zoo in March 2013 

                         
13 http://www.ncnews.com.cn/ncxw/qwqs/t20090910_486532.htm 

http://www.ncnews.com.cn/ncxw/qwqs/t20090910_486532.htm
http://www.ncnews.com.cn/ncxw/qwqs/t20090910_486532.htm


 

  



Nanjing Hongshan Forest zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 Import of 4 chimpanzee from Guinea.14 (Dec 2008) 

Media Articles 

Animal pictures of the week: 8 May 2009 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/earthpicturegalleries/5296058/Animal-pictures-of-the-

week-8-May-2009.html?image=6  

 

Two young chimpanzees play At Nanjing Zoo, China 

 

From Africa to Nanjing introduce a male and three female chimpanzees 

16 December 2008 

http://news.qq.com/a/20081216/000198.htm  

 

Ape ape sister hugging sister. 

                         
14 http://news.qq.com/a/20081216/000198.htm and http://www.njdushi.com/2009/0902/6275.shtml 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/earthpicturegalleries/5296058/Animal-pictures-of-the-week-8-May-2009.html?image=6
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/earthpicturegalleries/5296058/Animal-pictures-of-the-week-8-May-2009.html?image=6
http://news.qq.com/a/20081216/000198.htm
http://news.qq.com/a/20081216/000198.htm
http://www.njdushi.com/2009/0902/6275.shtml


 

An administrator holding the other two orangutans. Van 晓林摄 

U.S. blockbuster "King Kong" so many people are infatuated with chimpanzees moved to marvel a

t. Yesterday, Nanjing Hongshan Zoo from Africa and Guinea introduced a male and three female four ch

impanzees, just an appearance, and immediately became the most talked about park "star." 

Although they are the oldest "ape sister" has only 5 years old, is the human childhood. However, t

heir behavior was like King Kong as people moved. Face smaller companion, "ape sister" has been prot

ected by his arms tightly fear of "ape girl", continue to use way to comfort each other hugs and kisses. 

"Ape sister" holding "ape girl" and refused to leave 

This age of four chimpanzees is very small, the largest "ape sister" 5 years old, looks like the size 

of an adult monkey, smallest "ape sister" but two years old, it still worldly. The trip, for them to be call

ed "trek", flying a dozen hours from Guinea, at 6:30 pm the day before yesterday was ready to turn arri

ved in Guangzhou, one night only after 11:30 yesterday to the red Mountain Zoo. 

Four chimpanzees installed every two minutes in a box, just open one of the boxes, which are actu

ally small gorilla holding a staff in one hand up, good to impress. The 5-year-old "ape sister" and 2-year

-old "ape girl" with another box, is indeed slightly larger ages, "ape sister" jumped up on a floor, do not 

feel afraid. Touches on the same box, "ape girl" curled up in the box, refused to move out. See the staff s

hould "ape girl" hold out, something unexpected happened. "Ape sister" even grab a hold over "ape girl

", it tightly in his arms, and refused to leave, the staff could not close. 

Everything is very strange, "ape girl" seemed a bit of panic and fear, "ape sister" kept hugging and

 kissing chimpanzees, orangutans little more tightly around "ape sister" of the neck, refuses to let go. S

ee staff to forcibly take away my sister, "ape sister" suddenly crying roar, his hands to shoot at all spra

ng to the staff. A full hour, and the staff it has been playing the "guerrilla", the staff is also helpless. 

Playful orangutan started crying stewardess 

Are they related by blood? In fact it is not, comes from the Guangzhou accompanying Master Zhao

 is responsible for "escort" It's four orangutans to Ning. He told reporters that the four gorillas with no 



blood relationship, but chimps and humans are most similar to the higher animals, they are very smart

. "As social animals, they instinctively 'hold together'." Master Zhao said the chimps to their new roles 

depending on the environment. "Especially when in danger, experienced older chimps will bravely sta

nd up 'hold the line'." 

"Ape sister" smart Zhao master early in Guangzhou on experience before. Master Zhao recalled, t

he plane arrived in Guangzhou that night, he put the gorilla let out some air. Easy to put out, you had b

etter go back and difficult. A few other small apes, also done about it. But "ape sister" does not like to b

e constrained, refused to return. "We use fruit teaser, with gestures, what tricks are to make, and can it

 booing, still 'rock solid' neglects." In desperation, Zhao master thought brought a cover of the "ape sist

er" caught, but no His trick has long been thought wise ape sister to see through, catching ape attempte

d, Master Zhao's left middle finger actually been "ape sister" bite green. 

See Zhao sadly away, orangutan mother very proud, walking with measured steps they came to w

atch the aviation side next to a flight attendant, the beautiful stewardess out his hand. I did not expect f

light attendants will take the initiative to find her gorilla handshake, his hand excitedly in the past. Thi

s extension does not matter, "ape sister" actually grabbed the flight attendant's hand tightly, and also k

ept desperately shaking. "Although it is not very old, the effort already the equivalent of an adult." Nev

er seen this battle stewardess was badly scared to cry. "From 0:00 until 4:00 to toss, that way we do no

t have. Finally tired of its own, only to go back to sleep." 

After going to school in Nanjing Hongshan words 

To welcome the arrival of the chimpanzee, gorilla zoo reinvent the museum, which is decorated li

ke a baby room in general, hanging baskets, stumps and other recreational facilities everywhere. Beca

use from the tropics, "bedroom" in the radiator also installed to ensure the gorillas live in temperature

s above 20 ℃ in, you can resist the invasion of cold air. However, arrived in the zoo, when chimpanzees

 were really shivering from the cold, there is a small gorilla readily took the side of the body draped ov

eralls went, and made the staff laughing. 

They like to eat the fruit of that. Come from Guinea, boxes are filled with tropical fruits. "To Guang

zhou when they are inside the fruit are eaten." Staff readily added into the bananas, apples, oranges, di

d not expect quite popular. "Peel peel and eat peanuts are yourself, no breeder effort." 

However, the problem may be the language of the trouble spots. This orangutan got used to a few 

words of Guinea, to Nanjing, the Nanjing did not understand the words. Staff can use body language to 

express "I hug up" the. Of course, this is also not worry too much, they are after training, their ability to

 do even more than two years old child, understand Chinese, but sooner or later. 

Arrived in Nanjing chimpanzees are receiving quarantine until a month later, visitors can see the 

shadow of their lively. 
 

Animals Asia visit June 2010 



 

 

 
 

 
  

An indoor chimpanzee enclosure 
has been enriched with tyres, log 
walkways and rope ladders. 

 



Nanning Zoo 
 

African chimpanzees, holy terror 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-
05/06/c_13279902_3.htm  

 English.news.cn   2010-05-06 08:50:55 
 

 

An African chimpanzee is ready to toss sand to visitors in a zoo in Nanning, capital of southwest 

China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, on May 5, 2010. The zoo got four chimpanzees on 

Dec. 31, 2009, from a German woman as New Year gifts. (Xinhua Photo) 
 

 
 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-05/06/c_13279902_3.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-05/06/c_13279902_3.htm
http://english.news.cn/
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-05/06/c_13279902_2.htm


 

Two African chimpanzees rest on a cabin roof in a zoo in Nanning, capital of southwest 

China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, on May 5, 2010. The zoo got four chimpanzees on 

Dec. 31, 2009, from a German woman as New Year gifts. (Xinhua Photo) 

 



 

An African chimpanzee is ready to sprinkle water to visitors in a zoo in 

Nanning, capital of southwest China's Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous 

Region, on May 5, 2010. The zoo got four chimpanzees on Dec. 31, 

2009, from a German woman as New Year gifts. (Xinhua Photo) 
 

 
 
  

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/photo/2010-05/06/c_13279902_3.htm


Nanshan Zoo  
 

Wild caught imports 
 2 chimpanzees from .15 (Sept 2013) 

Komi email (17/04/13) Yantai Nanshan Park had imported 2 baby chimps in September 2013. 

 There is no official news about it, and the info just came from some articles by visitors and one 

keeper from Qingdao zoo who said Yantai Nanshan Park had sent keepers to communicate with 

them to learn chimps husbandry skills for Yantai is planning to imporint chimps. 

 Here is the article link with one Chimp portrait from one visitor: 

http://bbs.shm.com.cn/thread-1024287-1-1.html 

 According to this article, it said Yantai Nanshan Park played a very low key for their chimps.  

 Sorry I failed to find the orgin of these two chimps.  

 Any update will keep you informed. 

 

 

 25 April 2014 
 new members will meet the sisters zoo chimpanzees 
http://www.shm.com.cn/travel/2014-04/25/content_4219084.htm 
 
    Chimpanzee, a close relative of humans, one of the four great apes, which are extant human blood ne
arest higher primates, is one of the two animals chimpanzee genus, is today in addition to the highest l
evel of biological human intelligence. To allow the public to witness this City intelligent animal species,
 parks by introducing one pair of chimpanzees little sister "Mimi" and "Lili." This chimpanzee sisters si
ster "Mimi" This year, 3-year-old half-sister, "Lily" is 2 years old, they have spent some time on securit
y isolation at the zoo. The park also specially arranged a caring sister, a full-time nanny to take care of t
heir care. Little Sisters during May chimpanzees can officially meet with visitors, and then, like chimpa
nzees visitors can glimpse their beauty with better site experience and understanding chimpanzee clev
er dexterity and ingenuity with their test of what . 
 
 
Posted at 2013-9-23 22:44 | Show This Author 
 
Big gal: chimpanzees.  
Say it is very interesting, in fact, as early as a few months ago I knew Yantai Zoo chimpanzee could 
have, because a friend told me in Qingdao, Yantai and Qingdao zoo zoo sent to study chimpanzees 
specialized feeding techniques, this to the zoo, where The purpose is to see whether a chimpanzee has 
been introduced. See also later came to be expected, but really did not expect such a small two. When I 
take pictures of people actually came out to stop the zoo, said to be confidential, and you have also 
exhibited a confidential, multi ridiculous things.  
But the problem is the two chimpanzees is very small, and so grow up, Yantai Zoo to have somewhere 
to put these two chimpanzees exhibit it? Is indeed a big question, which is not unfounded, this is the 
problem soon facing chimpanzees this highly intelligent animals, if the display environment is too 
small, too bad, certainly raise bad. 

 

 

. 
http://bbs.shm.com.cn/thread-1024287-2-1.html  

                         
15
 http://bbs.shm.com.cn/thread-1024287-1-1.html  

http://bbs.shm.com.cn/thread-1024287-1-1.html
http://www.shm.com.cn/travel/2014-04/25/content_4219084.htm
http://bbs.shm.com.cn/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=1024287&page=2&authorid=361149
http://bbs.shm.com.cn/thread-1024287-2-1.html
http://bbs.shm.com.cn/thread-1024287-1-1.html


  

 

  

 

  

 



  

 

  

 

  

 



  

 

 
 



  

 

Little guy is also a face emperor, you can see how dirty glass cage. 

  

 



  

 

 
 



  

 

 
 

Two brothers good! ? Every time they appear in this action, one accurate is the museum back 

together, I was there for nearly one hour, appeared three times, I fear this is not the 

stereotypical behavior? I hope to attract the attention of the breeder, I wish I was blind to 

worry about. 



  

 

 
  



Qingdao Zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 4 chimpanzees from Syria.16 17 (Aug 2012) 

Media articles 
Two chimpanzees hug each other to keep warm at Qingdao Zoo 
4 January 2013 
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-
qingdao-zoo-photos/  

 

What are friends for if not to keep you warm on a cold day? Two adorable chimpanzees were 

photographed doing just that at the Qingdao Zoo on January 3, 2013 in Qingdao, Shandong Province of 

China. 

 

Afterwards the pair stayed close in a hammock, while hamming it up for the cameras! 

 

Adding to the cuteness, one of the chimps stuck out his tongue as he enjoyed some time to himself on 

the radiator. 

                         
16 http://news.bandao.cn/news_html/201209/20120929/news_20120929_1992711.shtml 
17 http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/ 

http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/
http://theworldweshare.com/tag/chimpanzee/
http://news.bandao.cn/news_html/201209/20120929/news_20120929_1992711.shtml
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/attachment/creature-comforts-4/
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/attachment/creature-comforts-3/
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/attachment/creature-comforts-4/
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/attachment/creature-comforts-3/


 

Cheeky little guy! 

 

http://news.bandao.cn/news_html/201209/20120929/news_20120929_1992711.shtml  

 
  

http://news.bandao.cn/news_html/201209/20120929/news_20120929_1992711.shtml
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/attachment/creature-comforts/
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-each-other-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/attachment/creature-comforts/


Shanghai Wild Animal Park 
 
Wild caught imports 

 4 chimpanzees from Africa.18 (Mar 2013) 

Media Articles 

About Shanghai Wild Animal Park, Shanghai Forestry apply chimpanzees and other import tax 
exemption letter provenance 
http://lhsr.sh.gov.cn/sites/lhsr/neirong.aspx?ctgid=51a49b06-3d3b-41fd-b119-
20f76ee8f6bf&infid=fe5d7732-a256-4e80-92ba-e9347aaf79f7  
Shanghai Lin [2010] No. 108 
State Forestry Wildlife and Endangered Species Import and Export Management Centre:  
  approved by the State Forestry Administration, Shanghai Wild Animal Park imported 
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) in vivo 8, large anteater (Myrmecophaga tridactyla) in vivo two from 
abroad, the African elephant (Loxodonta africana ) in vivo 4, Magellanic penguins (Spheniscus 
magallanicus) in vivo 20, capybaras (Hydrochoerus hydrochoerus) in vivo 4 and thin tail meerkat 
(Suricata suricatta) live 16 (see Annex), the above animals after importation for the park 
domestication and breeding and science exhibitions.  
  Audited, the Bureau intends to agree to the non-profit unit of Wild Fauna import duty applications 
provenance. The relevant material newspaper.  
  Whether it properly, please approval.   Accessories:   1, State Forestry Administration to 
approve the administrative About Shanghai Wild Animal Park imported chimpanzees and other six 
kinds of animals licensing decisions   2, Shanghai Wild Animal Park application report on the 
species of chimpanzees and other six kinds of duty-free import of    3, Shanghai Wild Fauna and 
nonprofit wildlife imports Provenance exemption application form   4, Shanghai Wild Animal Park 
commissioned import protocol (click to download) 
 
 
African safari animal day landing in Shanghai 
18 May 2013 
http://society.people.com.cn/n/2013/0518/c136657-21529833.html  

 

Just settled in Shanghai from African chimpanzees in the repair of a new "gorilla apartment," where 
visitors meet Qihua She and 
 

                         
18 http://www.shwzoo.com/InfoContent/&id=e69ac7b3-aa17-4497-8670-503a168ed8ad&comp_stats=comp-FrontInfo_listMultiPage-001.html and 
http://society.people.com.cn/n/2013/0518/c136657-21529833.html 

http://lhsr.sh.gov.cn/sites/lhsr/neirong.aspx?ctgid=51a49b06-3d3b-41fd-b119-20f76ee8f6bf&infid=fe5d7732-a256-4e80-92ba-e9347aaf79f7
http://lhsr.sh.gov.cn/sites/lhsr/neirong.aspx?ctgid=51a49b06-3d3b-41fd-b119-20f76ee8f6bf&infid=fe5d7732-a256-4e80-92ba-e9347aaf79f7
http://lhsr.sh.gov.cn/Common/getfile.aspx?file=2010112114231076648307
http://society.people.com.cn/n/2013/0518/c136657-21529833.html
http://www.shwzoo.com/InfoContent/&id=e69ac7b3-aa17-4497-8670-503a168ed8ad&comp_stats=comp-FrontInfo_listMultiPage-001.html
http://society.people.com.cn/n/2013/0518/c136657-21529833.html


New Shanghai Electric Network May 18 (Chen Xiaohan Qi Bao Hua) hot African dance, passion staged 
sitcom "Happy Africa", as well as newly settled in Shanghai ...... not born cute chimpanzee face African 
animals Today Festival kicked off in Shanghai Wild Animal Park. 
 
Into Zoo, reporters i.e. attract strong African flavor: African music in my head; Africa on the big screen 
enthusiastic dance dancing cartoon animals, but also from animal stars: elephants, zebras, camels, 
monkeys and other animals to join the welcome team, to the unique way to greet visitors. 
  According to reports, the garden is home to nearly 30 species, 500 (only) African "immigrants." In 
the New Africa, gathered on the Great Migration of African grasslands protagonist - wildebeest; dozens 
Biaofeitizhuang zebra head, body covered with stripes, shiny shiny; eland, oryx, oryx and other African 
grasslands "swordsman" who kicked hoof Sahuan children; new "African immigrants" springbok, 
lechwe, Tau antelope, and some quietly grazing, some with tongue licking play companion ...... 
  Garden Party, told reporters that this year, there have been six tiny zebra born in succession. 
  The four had just settled in Shanghai today for the first time in a small chimpanzee repair a new 
"gorilla apartment" and people "to meet." It is known that by the end of March to Hu Ping little guy has 
spent a month of their quarantine period. They are lively, children generally will be like playing ball, 
slides, hammocks and other toys. Naive look attracted a huge audience. 
  In order to show the zoo African animals offsite protection, breeding and domestication results, 
showing African tribes and the beauty of wildlife in Africa. African animals during the festival, garden 
party special arrangement of large animals sitcom - "happy in Africa." The play tells the story of the 
beasts of the mountains all the animal stars of African animals chimpanzees celebrate the birthday of 
the story. 
  Park CLC, the show invited the African teams participating performers will showcase authentic 
African indigenous customs. Passion for African music, African dance and imaginative, into the animal 
stars of the wonderful performances that will keep visitors to feast their eyes. It is known that during 
the festival of African animals, the park each square, African tribal dances will also be dancing within a 
specific period of time. 
 
China Daily 
11 August 2013 
http://africa.chinadaily.com.cn/weekly/2013-11/08/content_17090975.htm  

 

African chimpanzees with their keeper in Shanghai Wild Animal Park. Photos by Gao Erqiang / China 

Daily 

Volunteer visit July 2013 

http://africa.chinadaily.com.cn/weekly/2013-11/08/content_17090975.htm
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Taiyuan zoo  
 
Wild caught imports 

 9 chimpanzee from Guinea.19 (Feb 2009) 

General information 
 In February 2014 4 young chimpanzees and 4 adult chimpanzees were reported to be at 

Taiyuan Zoo 

Animals Asia visit Nov 2013 
 

 

 

                         
19 http://www.sxgov.cn/shanxi/shanxi_content/2009-02/26/content_38323.htm 
http://tieba.baidu.com/p/1829907905 and http://news.sxrtv.com/shtml/0/365/content365013.shtml 

http://www.sxgov.cn/shanxi/shanxi_content/2009-02/26/content_38323.htm
http://www.sxgov.cn/shanxi/shanxi_content/2009-02/26/content_38323.htm
http://tieba.baidu.com/p/1829907905
http://news.sxrtv.com/shtml/0/365/content365013.shtml


 

 

 



 

  



Wuxi Zoo 
 

Unconfirmed report 

Media Articles 

Tropical "visitors" How the winter barracks Zoo "warm nest." 

http://www.wxzoo.com.cn/news.asp?ID=101 

Park News | 2011-12-12 | Views: 1084 

Source: Jiangnan Evening News 

  

As the cold air continues to move south, Wuxi entered the winter in the true sense. We humans feel the chill, the Wuxi 

zoo animals and how the winter yet. This year is already over the new zoo animals in the second winter, many animals 

have been accustomed to weather changes in Wuxi, but there are still a lot of cold-blooded animals need a warm nest. 

 

In the air-conditioned rooms, two gorillas at play. (Evening News reporter Fang Zhengshe) 

  

Rare primates have cold 

    

Chimpanzees from Africa relatively cold, when the ambient temperature is below 10 ℃, chimpanzees are about to move 

from the outfield IGH. They are being treated is quite high, enjoying 24 hours of air conditioning, general room 

temperature can be maintained at 20 ℃. Chimpanzee indoor visited area is relatively large, winter visitors can also see 

these chimps were playing. In order to increase the energy and nutrients, the breeder also prepared beef, grapefruit and 

dates and other food for them. Tailed lemur from Madagascar first to enter the winter state. When the ambient 

temperature is below 15 ℃, the breeder will be "holding house" and an indoor geothermal open. Tailed lemurs itself in 

groups to keep warm cabins or indoor heating. But as long as the sun is good, even if cold, tailed lemurs are also facing 

the direction of the sun shy gray belly and enjoy sunbathing. 

  

Animal Carnival Parade 

 http://news.jnwb.net/2013/0926/70254.shtml  

http://www.wxzoo.com.cn/news.asp?ID=101
http://news.jnwb.net/2013/0926/70254.shtml


 

  



Xinjiang safari park  
 
Wild caught imports 

 2 chimpanzee from Guinea.20 (Dec 2007) 

Media article 
 
2 November 2010 
Xinjiang Tianshan Safari animal cold winter does not starve 
http://news.ts.cn/content/2012-11/02/content_7387504_8.htm  

 

November 1, Xinjiang Tianshan Safari Gorilla Museum, two orangutans separated by glass curiously re

porter's camera. 
 
23 March 2010 
Urumqi frequently alternating hot and cold weather cold Amano two baby orangutans 
http://news.ts.cn/content/2010-03/23/content_4861710.htm      

 
    To gorilla safari in Tianshan Hall, breeder carrying oxygen bottles chasing two little guys eat mangoe
s. 

                         
20 http://www.tianshannet.com/news/content/2008-01/29/content_2419272.htm 

http://news.ts.cn/content/2012-11/02/content_7387504_8.htm
http://news.ts.cn/content/2010-03/23/content_4861710.htm
http://www.tianshannet.com/news/content/2008-01/29/content_2419272.htm


 
To breeder at a "big black" oxygen. 

 
To breeder at a "niu" oxygen. 

Recently, the capital of Urumqi warm and cold weather changes frequently, Xinjiang Tianshan Sa
fari Museum in gorilla chimpanzee "niu" and "Big Black" are infected with pneumonia. 

Responsible for the care of "niu" and "Big Black" veterinarian Harlech introduced as locked in ca
ges for a long time, sleep at night, Talia must go to the second floor of the "bedroom" from the floor "li
ving room", during which go through a window, two mischievous little guy likes to play in front of a w
indow, the result "big black" cold, and transmitted to the day and it together, "niu." 

It is understood that the chimpanzee is tropical gregarious animals, when the outdoor temperatu
re reaches above 18 ℃ is suitable for outdoor activities. "Niu" and "Big Black" At present, only a year a
nd a half, it is equivalent to 3-year-old human children, they carry out from the mother's immune func
tion has basically disappeared, the zoo also specifically invited to Talia Autonomous Region People's 
Hospital pediatrician doctor. (Reporter Zhao Pengfei) 
 
 
Zoo came to Africa ‘little guests’ 
29 January 2008 
http://news.ts.cn/content/2008-01/29/content_2419272.htm (translated with Google 
translate) 
    Tianshan (Reporter Yang Lumei reported) only chimpanzee Tianshan Safari, plus 12-year-old
 library has a new partner, a pair of little less than two years old chimp came here from Guinea. Howev
er, the library recently added very good mood, because it always worried that the new partnership will
 and their own rivalry. Look, two small chimpanzee way, plus the library gave them a blow ...... 
    Urumqi, the little guy from the tropics to frostbite 

http://news.ts.cn/content/2008-01/29/content_2419272.htm


    January 26, Tianshan like safari holidays, like a gorilla pavilion room was renovated, which not only 
put a "bed", but also put the swings, ladders and large tires. It is dedicated to the zoo from afar two sm
all chimpanzee ready. 
    This two small chimpanzee male and female, are called "Pippi" and "Kelly." Talia's home in Guinea, t
his time they are starting to fly from Guinea, turn in Beijing by plane, on December 17, 2007 to reach t
he Urumqi International Airport. 
    Pippi and Kelly was kept in a special wooden box, and because of the cold weather, Kelly's abdomen, 
right leg frostbite. After the plane, Phi Phi and Kelly were sent to the former Urumqi Zoo, keepers brou
ght in from the Autonomous Region People's Hospital, doctors Kelly doctor. 
    Two very cute little chimp, but "men and women" are different, when Kelly dressed to the breeder, it
 was not naughty, can give Pippi wear clothes, no less strenuous. Pippi moment jump, while drill under
 the bed. No way, the breeder had to come up with a lollipop, it managed to "lure" out. 
    By the quarantine, January 26, Pippi and Kelly came home. 
    Old rivalry with fellow Canadian Library jealous 
    Originally, plus the library is the only gorilla safari Tianshan Mountains, is a darling. While it's a heav
y smoker, but also infected with the beer "vices", but this does not affect the breeder and tourists love i
t, but it is always a clear conscience to accept. Suddenly came two companions smaller than it, plus so
me libraries can not accept. 
    Pippi and Kelly lived next door to the library in Canada, have a sense of crisis so that 加库明 significa
ntly. Hear next door has happened, plus the library while knocking the walls, while "whining" to call. Pl
us a breeder wanted to see the attitude of the new library partners, we hold Kelly and Pippi came to ad
d the library room. Originally plus still wandering around the library suddenly lying in front of a glass 
wall, staring at Phi Phi and Kelly. Pippi eyes met and after a few seconds, add the library extends "hand
" want to touch Pippi, the results hit the glass wall. Suddenly, add the library to run in a circle around t
he room, then grimace in pain, punching the glass wall. Pippi scared to fall from the keeper's arms to th
e ground, Kelly breeder straight arms drill. See this scene, the breeder took away Pippi and Kelly. 
    Fear of the accident three orangutans Separated 
    Vice Minister of the Ministry of Tianshan Safari moving tube Zhu Yuling told reporters, although chi
mpanzees are social animals, but not that the library can accept a similar increase immediately, he will 
relied on "big" bully Pippi and Kelly, currently can not allow them to three live together. 
    朱玉玲 said Kelly sleep every night when you will tuck themselves, and Pippi did not like to wear clo
thes, do not love tuck. Every time I see Kelly do these things, it's very happy, ran Quche Kelly's clothes, 
lift its quilt. 
    In order to ensure the health of Phi Phi and Kelly, Tianshan Safari them carefully with a meal - every 
day a cooked egg, two packets of milk, a bowl of porridge, as well as apples, pears and other fruits. 
    Like chimpanzees to volunteer 
    To make Pippi and Kelly to develop good habits, the Tianshan Safari is recruiting volunteers to Talia
. If you are age 15 to 25 years old, love animals, good health, no diseases, and willing to engage in unpai
d volunteer service, you can sign up.  



Yangcheng Safari Park 
 
Wild caught imports 

 3 chimpanzees from Guinea.21 (Oct 2010) 

Media Articles 
Corbis images 
12 November 2010 
http://www.corbisimages.com/stock-photo/rights-managed/42-
26682253/chinajiangsuchangzhouchimpanzeeshopping-cn  

 
 CHANGZHOU, Nov. 12, 2010 (Xinhua) -- A curious boy shakes hands with a little chimpanzee at a 
shopping center in Changzhou City, east China's Jiangsu Province, Nov. 11, 2010. Three little 
chimpanzees, two females and one male which were imported by the Yancheng Safari Park from Africa, 
went for shopping and photo shooting with their feeders on Thursday. Their appearance attracted lots 
of local citizens. (Xinhua/Gao Min) 
 
Animals Asia visit Sept 2011 
 

 
 

                         
21 http://www.yczoo.com/shownews.asp?id=80 

http://www.corbisimages.com/stock-photo/rights-managed/42-26682253/chinajiangsuchangzhouchimpanzeeshopping-cn
http://www.corbisimages.com/stock-photo/rights-managed/42-26682253/chinajiangsuchangzhouchimpanzeeshopping-cn
http://www.yczoo.com/shownews.asp?id=80


 
 

 

 
 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 




